Why teachers are still vital, tips for a great first day, don't start with a review lecture, and more. August 14, 2014.

Inspiration for a great first day and a great year

To Know You Don't Know

Yes, teachers are still vital for the vast majority of students. CTL expert Jennifer Randall Crosby explains some good reasons why successful autodidacts are the exception, not the rule.

Off to a Great Start

Planning to Start Your Course With a Review Lecture? Think Again

Nobel Prize winner Carl Wieman explains why your students will learn more with a different approach in this classic post.

"Expansive Learning" Engages Students

In this MOOC, "Design Thinking Action Lab," Leticia Britos Cavagnaro of the Stanford d.school got students involved in
is so useful we're bringing it back: Stanford teachers share best practices to ensure a successful first day of class.

More teaching resources available 24/7: visit us at teachingcommons.stanford.edu!

Spotlight on Learning: Impostor Syndrome

This former Stanford Ph.D. student shares his strategies for fighting the negative “committee” inside his head.

Related resources:
- Resilience Project
- The Duck Stops Here (blog)
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